WHY DO YOU HATE?
( a - minor )
Prelude:

a–C–G–D–a–C–E

a

C

G

1. Why do you hate those fellow beings
a

C

F

Why do you despise those not agreeing
a

E

and the rejection of those you don`t know?

G

D

Why do you spread fear and vexation?
2. Which power drives you to murder and chase
Who build their faith on another base,
All the cruelty beyond boarders,
to set the claims, proclaim the orders
C

F

Which fateful path do you want to go?
all those men, who are not like you,
but they breathe the same air like you do.
why do think, you`ve got the right
for to kill, to destroy, to fight?
C

G

Tell me, who allows you to damn men, to pronounce judgement as you like,
C

F

to play the guide, to saw the semen
Interpart:

your opinion about GOD and earth?
F

What`s the reason for devaluation

Bridge:

E

C

a

D

who are of different origin and birth?

E

for the bloodshed, without respect for life.

a - C - G - D - a - C - F - E - a–C–F–E–a–G–D–D-E

3. You don`t understand creation,
all the cultures, systems, nations
Bound to your unchangeable conviction
Admitting no doubt, no contradiction

which had brought variety,
with their different societies.
you can`t see your own decline.
you declare: This GOD is mine!

4. All here on earth has been born out
There is neither objection nor doubt,
to the begetter of separations
Beside all the problems with the relations

of one source and coheres.
that each hurt once reappears
between human beings here.
we`ve got enough other perils to fear!

C

End:

F

C

More important than the quarrel
a

F

G

about the way to paradise
E

is to fight against need and sorrows for our planet, to survive.
Afterload:

a–C–G–D–a–G–D–DFCD
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